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Alchemy of Soul

YOU ARE LOVED!

Philosophy of Alchemy of Soul:

We bless you with infinite light and embrace you with the energy of the 
"Alchemy of Soul" so that the light of your soul can shine in its radiant 
beauty. You are divine and you are sacred!

My name is Anjuna Ma Sara and I am in the service of light as a 
medium, healer, mentor and divine artist. I am on this path for  
more than 10 years and have created a Mystery School of Miracles to 
teach people how to activate their healing powers and artistic gifts.  
The path of "Alchemy of the Soul" enriches your life with higher wisdom 
and empowers your soul, your true essence can be revealed.  
I am channeling directly from Source and work with higher dimensions 
of healing and ascension. I am flowing beautifully in co-creation with 
ascended masters, archangels and the Goddess Council as messenger of 
divine love and healing. I was called to create this beautiful mala  
to open the portals of divine guidance, healing, ascension and creation 
to manifest the new Eden in co-creation! The download came this 
year 2022 in Egypt / Sinai after my Isis Temple journey. The malas are 
all handmade and co-created with an Egyptian artist who collects the 
most precious stones and who is fully committed to this divine project. 
He was assigned to me by the goddess Isis. The photo shooting for this 
production took place in the magical, sacred waters of the Red Sea. 

How does it work?  I receive the divine message from an angel or 
goddess and transfer that energy into a template from which we 
begin to create and manifest the mala. Each mala has a purpose and 
is infused and blessed by the divine consciousness to assist souls 
in their rising. The energy of the mala is directly connected to the 
consciousness of the light being and you receive all the support to 
activate your divine potential. You can simply wear the mala daily or 
you can work with it for your healing sessions or ceremonies.  
It is always a powerful protector and guide for your life and mission.
It is an everlasting art piece which will enrich your life on many levels. 
You can pray with the 108 beats to activate the essence of the mala,  
or simply let it work in your field. Every mala comes with an activation 
prayer that you can repeat whenever you feel it is needed. You will 
become a portal of light for the new golden earth. 

You will rise in love. Anjuna Ma Sara 

YOU ARE DIVINE.

YOU ARE SACRED. 

YOU ARE LIGHT .
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The Mala of Magic is a divine piece of art that opens the portal to 
the Goddess Isis. She activates your divine channel to the celestial 
realms of Isis of the golden light. The energy of Isis opens your divine 
potential and is a gateway to more abundance in your life. She activates 
your inner priestess/priest of light to walk your path in the service of 
light. Light codes from the stars are infused into this mala to help you 
channel and align with your divine destiny. She was created to protect 
you and guide you through the eyes of the Goddess Isis, the path of 
mystery and magic.

Blessed it be. 

GODDESS ISIS  M A LA

MOONSTONE EARTH TONE COLOURS • Moonstone creates the tides and rhythms 
of our mother, Earth, and influences our behaviors, emotions, and spiritual growth.  
Moonstone calms and encourages, teaching us the natural rhythms of life.

EYE OF RA • The Eye of Ra or Eye of Re is a being in ancient Egyptian mythology that 
functions as a feminine counterpart to the sun god Ra and a violent force that subdues his 
enemies. The eye is an extension of Ra‘s power, equated with the disk of the sun, but it often 
behaves as an independent goddess.

GOLDEN WINGS • Golden Wings is an indication for how do you see yourself with respect 
to the rest of the world and those around you? You are seeking to bring joy into your life.  
You are that compassionate person. It symbolises success and good fortune in the form of  
money, prestige, or fame. 

GOLDEN ISIS FIGURE • It is as an empowering symbol of the Goddess, which holds you 
in her frequency of golden light. The symbol is out of copper painted with gold.

Goddess Isis 
THE GOLDEN ALCHEMY
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THE MOTHER-OF-PEARL SHELL • It is commonly believed to attract prosperity and 
is often used in mystical work and lore to heighten intuition, psychic sensitivity and imagina-
tion. It is believed that the mother-of-pearl shell provides soothing, motherly protection from 
negative energy and love.

MOONSTONE EARTH TONE COLORS • Moonstone creates the tides and rhythms of 
our Mother Earth and influences our behavior, emotions and spiritual growth. Moonstone 
calms, encourages and teaches us the natural rhythms of life

AMMONITE • It is a symbol of change and positive motion. The spiral draws in negative 
energy. Ammonite is a stone of protection that brings about a circulation of energy that helps 
you relieve any trauma. As a significant earth healing fossil with grounding qualities it brings 
stability and order in life. These two qualities enhance spiritual growth and development.  
The word ammonite is derived from Ammon, an Egyptian god who took the form of a ram.
Ammonite encourages our survival instincts and reminds us that we are strong enough to 
endure anything.

The Venus Angel Mala is connected with the alchemy of love and enriches 
your life with unconditional love from higher realms. The angels of Venus 
merge with you on a higher level of consciousness. Through this mala 
you can anchor this divine love and beauty in the earth. The Ammonite 
spirals this positive energy into your body and anchors it in your roots.
The Venus Mala connects you to your heart and soul in order to follow 
your higher intuition and stay in peace and beauty with yourself and your 
surroundings. She transmits the Venusian light codes of universal love to 
heal your mind, soul and body. This mala you attracts beautiful souls and 
moments in your life based on heart to heart connection.

Blessed it be. 

The Venus Angels

V EN US M A LA -  MOT H ER OF PEA R L SH ELL

THE LIGHT OF LOVE
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N EW AT LA N T IS  M A LA 

LAPIS LAZULI • It is considered to be a protection from psychic attacks, bringing deep  
peace, harmony, reveals inner truth, honesty, compassion, self - awareness, and self -  
expression. Because of its healing powers, Lapis lazuli is celebrated as being "The Wisdom 
Stone”. This magical stone is a gateway to the stars and supports in channeling work.

AQUAMARINE • In the language of gemstones, aquamarine represents happiness, hope  
and everlasting youth. In ancient times, aquamarine was thought to protect those at sea.  
It was believed to make sailors fearless and safe from adversaries on the open waters

SMALL BEADS OF HEMATITE • Hematite's spiritual meaning is to bring balance to 
both the etheric body and the physical body. And due to its magnetic nature and our  
ying-yang energies, it's nature is to bring us back to equilibrium. 

AGATE • Agate is linked to bright ideas and positive thinking. This crystal symbolizes harm-
ony and rebalance. This means you will feel an improvement in concentration and  
analytical abilities. The soothing power of agate allows you to feel calm and safe wherever you 
are. Agate are always portal to higher dimensions.

AQUAMARINE DOLPHIN CRYSTAL BOWL

This powerful mala was channeled to activate your divine mastery.
She contains the New Light Codes of Atlantis from Sirius and guides 
you to activate the Earth and the collective consciousness with the new 
technology of the stars. This mala is intended primarily for teachers  
or galactic channels who are in the service of light to enrich humanity 
with the power of creating the New Atlantis. The codes of New Atlantis 
are provided for us to reunite through higher wisdom and guidance in 
order to build a new community of light in harmony with the stars.  
The Lapis Lazuli beads open your cosmic chakra to channel the higher 
wisdom of the stars and align it with the water through the Aquamarine 
beads. Water reflects the universe and carries much information about 
creation. Through this mala, you become a transmitter between the 
universe and the sacred waters. You have the key to communicate with the 
Atlantean beings and the Council of Sirius. 
 
Blessed it be. 

The New Atlantis  
KEY OF DIVINE MASTERY
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GA I A M A LA :   T IGER EY E STON E OF PROT ECT ION

TIGER EYE • It may also bring good luck to the wearer. It has the power to focus the mind,
promoting mental clarity, assisting us to resolve problems objectively and unclouded by  
emotions. Particularly useful for healing psychosomatic illnesses, dispelling fear and anxiety.

SMALL HEMATITE BEADS • Hematite's spiritual meaning is to bring balance to both 
the etheric body and the physical body. And due to its magnetic nature and our ying-yang 
energies, it's nature is to bring us back to equilibrium. 

CITRINE • Citrine is associated with positivity and optimism, which is not surprising given 
its cheerful color. It's often used to assist in manifesting financial abundance and opportuni-
ties. It can also be used to awaken the solar plexus chakra, helping to cultivate confidence and 
personal power.

AGATE • Agate is linked to bright ideas and positive thinking. This crystal symbolizes harm-
ony and rebalance. This means you will feel an improvement in concentration and analytical 
abilities. The soothing power of agate allows you to feel calm and safe wherever you are. 
Agate are always portal to higher dimensions.

The goddess Gaia has manifested herself in this mala. She is the 
expression of abundance on all levels. Through this magical piece of art, 
you are in contact with the golden temples of Gaia and the sisterhood 
& brotherhood of middle earth. You remain grounded and rooted with 
every decision and feel held and nourished. Your path in service of the 
light will be protected and empowered by the guardian animal the tiger. 
You become a gatekeeper of the temples of Gaia and are called to anchor 
the new light for humanity in this world. Your mission is to build the new 
golden Garden of Eden and be a pillar of light for it. The mala has the 
magic to assist you in manifesting your dreams aligned with the light of 
your soul.

Blessed it be. 

Goddess Gaia 
THE POWER OF ABUNDANCE
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This powerful mala has been infused by the angels of the Elohim, the 
angels who created the universe and humanity. They are basically our 
grandfathers and grandmothers and we are part of their consciousness. 
They are creating through the rainbow light and design the new light 
structures and forms for the new universe and earth. The Elohim Mala 
has the power to connect you to these light codes of divine creation.  
It activates your creativity and ability to channel the divine solutions 
and creations for a new human way of cosmic consciousness.  
This mala is a portal to higher dimensions close to source and opens 
you the gateway to the labor of creation. This mala is for those who 
can take full responsibility for their creation and actions, as it has true 
superpowers.

Blessed it be. 

The Elohim Angels

ELOH I M M A LA

AMETHYST • This crystal is thought to encourage connection and love with others and 
oneself. Amethyst is said to offer protection, humility, spiritual wisdom, and stress relief

AGATE • Agate is linked to bright ideas and positive thinking. This crystal symbolizes harm-
ony and rebalance. This means you will feel an improvement in concentration and analytical 
abilities. The soothing power of agate allows you to feel calm and safe wherever you are.

YELLOW JADE •  Yellow Jade represents wisdom gathered in peace. It's also a  
symbol of happiness and success, protecting those who carry it. This crystal strengthens love 
and care in oneself, which is useful in meditation. This gemstone renews true friendship and 
has an energetic and stimulating energy.

ROSE QUARTZ • Rose quartz is known as a healing crystal and the stone of unconditional 
love. It's believed by some to emit strong vibrations of love, which are thought to support  
emotions and relationship healing. inspire compassion. boost feelings of peace and calm.

SELENITE • Selenite is said to be a powerful healing crystal that promotes peace and calm, 
mental clarity, and well-being. It's also believed by some that this crystal can remove negative 
energy and help you connect to higher realms. 

CLEAR QUARTZ • This white crystal is a master healer. It's said to amplify energy, aid 
concentration and memory, help balance your energetic system.

ELOHIM ANGEL WINGS • From the pure mother shell.

THE POWER OF CREATION
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The Lemurian heart is the portal of this beautiful divine mala. She was 
channeled through the council of the Lemurian Goddess of the Blue 
Flame. Mary Magdalene is a keeper of this flame and is holding its 
secrets and power to this day in her teachings and transmissions.The 
Lemurian Light is from the higher celestial realms of divine love and 
purity and has the power to keep you in divine alignment with your 
higher soul. The Light Codes of the Blue Flame of Lemuria activate 
your Lemurian memories of light and its mysteries to return to more 
balance with nature and all beings. The sacred water is connected to 
Lemuria and the mala will always be a tool for you to journey with the 
mermaid/merman consciousness of your soul.
Balance, harmony and perfect symphony of creation is the magic of this 
divine piece of art. You are one with the universe of light.

Blessed it be. 

The Lemurian Heart

LEM U R I EN M A LA

MOTHER-OF-PEARL SHELL • She is commonly believed to attract prosperity and  
is often used in mystical work and lore to heighten intuition, psychic sensitivity and  
imagination. It is believed that mother-of-pearl shell offers soothing, motherly protection from 
negative energy and love

AGATE • Agate is linked to bright ideas and positive thinking. This crystal symbolizes  
harmony and rebalance. This means you will feel an improvement in concentration and  
analytical abilities. The soothing power of agate allows you to feel calm and safe wherever you 
are.

ANDARA •  Allows one to speak from the heart. Connects with water/dolphin/whale energies.
A gentle purifier/cleanser and helps one to go with the flow. Brings in peaceful, soothing  
energies.

BEAUTIFUL NATURAL SHELL FROM THE RED SEA

INITIATION OF THE BLUE FLAME 
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This noble piece of art represents the heart of the divine mother. 
Goddess Quan Yin is related to Mother Mary and she holds the 
frequency of compassion, unconditional love and pure divine
consciousness. She is standing in a white lotus flower, which represents 
the wisdom of the divine mother. This beautiful mala opens you to  
the path of divine truth and aligns you with your ancestors of light.  
She supports you to speak from a place of love and truth. This mala 
has the power to clear you and purify your soul, allowing your essence 
to reveal  in its divine beauty, bringing healing and enlightenment to 
the world. She reminds you of who you truly are and why you came. 
The beats of Selenite bring you into balance and free you from lower 
energies. She is the mala for the healers.

Blessed it be. 

W H IT E LOT US M A LA

SELENITE • Selenite is said to be a powerful healing crystal that promotes peace and calm, 
mental clarity, and well-being. It's also believed by some that this crystal can remove negative 
energy and help you connect to higher realms. 

CLEAR QUARTZ • This white crystal is considered by some to be a master healer.  
It's said to amplify energy, aid concentration and memory, help balance your energetic system.

ROSE QUARTZ • Is known as a healing crystal and the stone of unconditional love.  
It's believed by some to emit strong vibrations of love, which are thought to: support emotional 
and relationship healing, inspire compassion, boost feelings of peace and calm.

MOONSTONE EARTH TONE COLOURS • Moonstone creates the tides and rhythms of 
our mother, Earth, and influences our behaviors, emotions, and spiritual growth.  
Moonstone calms and encourages, teaching us the natural rhythms of life.

AGATE • Agate is linked to bright ideas and positive thinking. This crystal symbolizes harm-
ony and rebalance. This means you will feel an improvement in concentration and analytical 
abilities. The soothing power of agate allows you to feel calm and safe wherever you are.

White Lotus - Goddess Quan Yin
THE LIGHT OF PEACE
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MOT H ER PEA R L M A LA

PEARLS • They are symbols of purity, faith, innocence, and integrity. They are connected to 
the energy of the moon and venus and have been used to increase fertility.

GOLDEN TIGER EYE • Stone of protection, Tiger Eye may also bring good luck to the 
wearer. It has the power to focus the mind, promoting mental clarity, assisting us to resolve 
problems objectively and unclouded by emotions. Particularly useful for healing psychosomatic 
illnesses, dispelling fear and anxiety

REAL BEAUTIFUL SHELL FROM THE RED SEA

The light consciousness of the pearl was channeled into this divine 
piece of art. She is from the light of unconditional love and divine 
beauty and offers an energy of sweetness, purity and harmony. She is 
related to the light of the divine angles of the Moon and Venus and has 
her magic in the sacred waters of fertility.
This mala helps you to stay aligned with your soul purpose and gives 
you all the support to give birth to the light of your soul. She is blessing 
you with divine love and abundance and holds you in the frequency of 
unconditional love. This beautiful art piece is a portal to the secrets of 
birthing the new light of the Goddess into the world. The pearls are the 
transmitters of the light of the essence of creation. It is pure, innocent 
and divine. Your inner child heals in this light of divine love and will be 
nourished by these codes of purity.

Blessed it be. 

Mother Pearl
THE LIGHT OF THE PEARL
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PR EISLIST E 

GODDESS ISIS MALA : The Golden Alchemy  240€
GODDESS ISIS BRACELET : The Golden Alchemy  80€
Moonstone • Eye Of Ra • Golden Wings • Golden Isis Figure

VENUS MALA : The Light of Love 220€
Mother-of-Pearl Shell • Moonstone • Ammonite

NEW ATLANTIS MALA : Key of Divine Mastery 280€
Lapis Lazuli • Aquamarine • Hematite • Agate • 

Aquamarine Dolphin Crystal

GAIA MALA : The Power of Abundance 220€
Hematite • Citrine • Agate

ELOHIM MALA : The Power of Creation 240€
Amethyst • Agate • Yellow Jade • Rose Quartz • Selenite • Clear Quartz

LEMURIEN M AL A : Initiation of the Blue Flame 220€
Mother-of-Pearl Shell • Agate • Andara • Shell from the Red Sea

WHITE LOTUS MALA : The Light of Peace 240€
Selenite • Clear Quartz • Rose Quartz • Moonstone • Agate

MOTHER PEARL MALA : The Light of the Pearl 240€
Pearls • Golden Tiger Eye • Shell from the Red Sea

Dear souls,
every mala is handmade with precious stones from Egypt.
It takes about 4 weeks to receive your personal mala, which is 
aligned with your divine soul and purpose.

Each mala comes with an activation prayer that is sacred 
and for you only. Please do not share this mala with anyone, 
as the energy is related to you the moment you order it. 
The consciousness of the Light Being behind the mala will 
already be working with you and you will be in the alchemy 
of the soul journey.  
 
The Malas are created in Egypt and charged with the 
powerful energy of the Pyramids and the Sphinx.  
They are infused by the spirit of the Temple of Isis, the Nil 
and the magical Red Sea. The ancient wisdom of this land is 
a generator to activate the magic of this creation.

I am here for any questions or guidance for you.
Please contact me by email. 

Sending blessings for your sacred journey with your beautiful 
divine mala.

With infinite love,  
your Anjuna Ma Sara
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Isis Temple - Egypt 

PRAYER OF ISIS CHANNEL BY ANJUNA

Beloved hearts,
i am blessing you with eternal cosmic light and welcome you 
on this journey of “Alchemy of Soul”. Your are precious and 
you are important to this world. You are the community of 
light and you came exactly for this time to be in service for 

Gaia. I like to encourage you to stand up for your divine 
truth, as this is your power. Its time to unite in the light of 

love, so you can return to harmony and abundance.
We are here for you to guide and to empower you, so you 

can walk your path with ease and grace. Open your heart to 
receive the light of eden, so your magic can unfold it its most 

beautiful way. You are a magician, you are an artist and a 
healer, that’s what the world needs right now.

I invite you to close your eyes and to connect with your 
future self, see it out of pure celestial light and allow it to 

embrace you. The ascended masters and angles are around 
you, the council of light is holding you. 

You feel the golden merkaba of christ is expending in your 
heart and fills you with unconditional love. You are out of 
light and always have been. The eternal self is taking place 
in your body and aligns you with the stars, so you become a 

pillar of light for this world.

Infinite light of the universe flows through your body and the 
new light of christ is activated.

Blessed you are.

You are so loved, Isis.
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SANCTUARY OF THE LIGHT  

FOUNDER OF MYSTERY SCHOOL OF MIRACLES

www.instagram.com/sanctuaryofthelight

www.soullightbeing.com

anjuna@soullightbeing.com
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Anjuna Ma Sara


